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ABSTRACT

The present research investigated the effects of

security-insecurity, sex, and stimulus ambiguity on

conformity. It was hypothesized that, on clear stimuli,

insecure males conform more than secure males, but that this

difference is lost with decreasing stimulus clarity. In

view of difficulties frequently encountered by researchers

who attempt to predict conformity on the basis of

personality for females, no differences were hypothesized

for females. These specific hypotheses of difference

and non-difference in conformity between particular secure

and insecure groups suggested a particular pattern of

triple interaction.

Security-Insecurity was defined in terms of a theory

based on interpersonal needs (N), perceived reciprocations

of those needs (R), and discrepancy between need and

reciprocation (D). Nand R constitute the 2 dimensions

of a plane termed the Security Space, on which any value

of D can be plotted from its component Nand R scores.

Two theoretical continuua, defined in terms of Nand R,

are represented as dimensions within the Security Space:

(1) insecure (N exceeds R) through balance (N equa~R)

to secure (R exceeds N); (2) repulsion balance (low N

equals low R) through a moderate balance (moderate N

equals moderate R) to attraction balance (high N equals
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high R).

The 1=§ Scale LFmeasure of need-reciprocation

discrepancy (NRD17 was administered to approximately 800

introductory psychology students: 12 high and 12 low

scorers for each sex were selected as ~s. These 48 ~s

were tested for conformity in an Asch situation under

3 levels of stimulus ambiguity (ambiguous, moderately

clear, and clear). A 2 x 2 x 3 design with repeated

measures on the last factor was used.

Insecure Ss conformed more than secure Ss, and all- -
~s conformed more on ambiguous than on clear tasks. The

predicted pattern of triple interaction was approximated

very closely. Secure and insecure males did not differ

in conformity on ambiguous tasks, but a significant

difference did emerge for clear tasks. The effect for

females was not as clear: the pattern of differences

between secure and insecure females over levels of am-

biguity was less regular. Sex differences in relating

personality variables to conformity have frequently been

reported by other investigators.

This problem of sex difference is related to the

theory of NRD. It is suggested that identical personality

scores for males and females might represent different

personality constellations because different developmental

histories are associated with the same extreme score for

the two sexes. The possibility is suggested that when male
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and female groups with comparable NRD scores and comparable

histories can be accurately identified, this problem of

sex difference might be clarified.
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INTRODUCTION

The present study investigates the effects of security

insecurity (8-1), sex, and stimulus ambiguity on conformity.

The central problem concerns: (1) the form of interaction

between sex, personality, and ambiguity of the stimuli

used to test conformity; (2) the relationship of conformity

to security-insecurity as defined by a theory of inter

personal needs (N) and perceived reciprocations of those

needs (R). Security-Insecurity (S-I) is one dimension on

which these two components of Nand R interact. This is

defined in terms of need-reciprocation discrepancy (NRD)

and r&1ges from I (N exceeds R) through a balance (N

equals R) to S (R exceeds N). N, R, and D integrate a

very substantial amount of research on conformity.

Theoretical Model: 8-1 is one dimension in a theory

of NRD. A concise presentation of NRD theory is best

structured by the security space, which is simply the

2-dimensional N x R plane on which all D values are

represented. This is illustrated in Fig. 1.

N0te that the concept of S-1 represents but one of

2 dimensions within the security space. This continuum

runs from upper left to lower right. The second dimension,

labeled repulsion-attraction, is represented by the

function running from lower left to upper right. All
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points on this function represent balance (N= R). The

different types of balance on the repulsion-attraction

continuum are: (1) repulsion balance (low N =low R);

(2) moderate balance (moderate N= moderate R); (3)

attraction balance (high N= high R). Researcb to date

has focused on the S-I dimension of NRD. The present

study represents an attempt to relate these previous

efforts to some current problems and inconsistencies

in the conformity literature.

Present Definition ~ Conformity: Conformity studies

have employed a wide variety of definitions and behavioral

measures. The present research operationally defines

conformity as yielding to an incorrect majority.

Furthermore I the probably extent to which ~s are aware

of the majority's incorrectness on different items is

specified. Yielding 1s represented by a continuum from

conformity (maximum yielding) to independence (minimum

yielding).

Conformity~ Interpersonal Needs: Research bas

repeatedly indicated that conformity increases with a

person's level of need for other people or groups.

McGhee and Teevan (1967) found that ~s with high need

for affiliation conform more than do §s with low need

for affiliation. Similarly, -Hardy (1957) found con-
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formity to be a function of affiliative motivation.

Carrigan arid ~ulian (1966) demonstrated that heightened

affiliative motivation increases the effects of birth

order and sex on conformity.

Kinoshita (1964) wrote that higher attraction to group

membership results in more conformity to group opinion.

Kiesler and Corbin (1965) reported that the less an §

is attracted to a group the less he will conform to its

norms. Hollander, Julian, and Haaland (1965) reported

a significant correlation between conformity and de

pendency. Feshbach (1956) reported that §s seeking to

maintain status manifest less nonconformity than those

not so motivated. Reitan and Shaw (1964) found that both

males and females conform more in mixed-sex than in same

sex groups: the present writer has tentatively inter

preted this in terms of the mixed composition precipitating

and heightening heterosexual (interpersonal) needs. such

as needs for acceptance, companionship, affection, and

sexual relations.

Several studies (Becker and Carroll, 1962; Becker,

Lerner, and Carroll, 1965; Sampson, 1962; Carrigan and

Julian, 1966) support the finding that persons who were

firat-born or only children are more susceptible to

social pressures than are later-born persons. This

finding is explained in terms of certain child-rearing

practices which produce higher affiliative needs in
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~irst-born and only children (Staples and Walters, 1961;

Dember, 1964).

Moeller and Applezweig (1957) reported that persons

with high social approval motives conrorm more than those

with low approval motives. Marlowe and Crowne have

produced a very substantial body of research (Marlowe,

1959; Crowne and Marlowe, 1960; Marlow and Crowne, 1964;

Strickland and Crowne, 1962; Marlowe and Crowne, in

press) which supports the e~fect of tho approval motive

on conformity. Research using verbal operant conditioning

techniques gives ~urther support to the e~~ect o~

heightened need ~or approval on con~ormity. Marlowe and

Crowne (1964, pp. 48-72) report that verbal indications

o~ approval ere more e~~ective rein~orcers ~or ~s with

a high need ~or approval, and that con~ormity is rein

~orcing only ~or ~s whose needs ~or approval are high.

The preceding studies indicate that con~ormity in

creases with a variety o~ needs for other persons or

groups. On the basis o~ the NRD theory which generated

the present research, it is suggested that this variety

o~ needs be subsumed under the heading Interpersonal

Needs. Hunter (1960) proposed a dif~erentiation of

needs in terms o~ the needed objects, and indicated three

basic types: (1) solitary needs (needs directed toward

objects or goals which lack the capacity ~or reciprocal

need); (2) instrumental needs (needs directed toward
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solitary objects or goals controlled and administered

by persons or groups with the capacity ror reciprocal

need); (3) interpersonal needs (needs directed primarily

and directly toward persons or groups with the capacity

ror reciprocal need). Examples of these three types are:

needs ror rood and rest; needs ror employers and supervisors,

which are based on an underlying need ror rinancial

security; needs for affiliation, approval, and recognition.

In order to test this threero~ ~lassification or

needs, Hunter (1966) constructed a scale which contained

Likert-type statements of needs. The needs represented

all of those listed by 120 students as being among their

5 most important. The responses of 250 ~s to this scale

were then rae tor analyzed. Results supported the proposed

threerold classification of needs. Thus, the body of

research which relates conformity to a variety of needs

ror persons or groups is summarized by the general

proposition that conrormity is a positive function or

the strength of interpersonal needs.

Independence ~ Perceived Reciprocations £! Inter

personal Needs: Another large body or studies is inter

preted in this paper as representing a second basic trend

in the conformity literature. Cro-nne and Liverant (1963)

round that greater conformity is related to low expecta

tion of success in socially evaluative situations.

. -'-
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Feshbach (1956) reported that §s with high status manifest

significantly greater non-conformity than do low-status

SSe In a more recent study, Feshbach (1967) confirmed...
the prediction that nonconforming responses would be a

positive function of status as assessed by peer rankings.

Jones, Gergen, and Jones (1963) found that low-status

§s conformed more than did highs. Burdick (1956) in

dicated that persons with higher self-concepts conform

less. It might be suggested that the self-concept is

functionally related to perceived reciprocations of

interpersonal needs: those with consistently high

reciprocations have higher self-concepts. Berk (1966)

found that children with high intellectual ability and

high academic achievement perceive less pressure to

conform than do heterogeneous groups of children. A

possible interpretation is that giftedness brings higher

acceptance, respect, or status from others. It might

also be hypothesized that the interpersonal needs of

gifted person~ tend to be lower.

The foregoing group of studies indicates that

independence increases with the tendency of others to

satisfy one's interpersonal needs. The trend represented

by these studies is related to the S-I dimension of the

theory which generated the present research. It ~s

suggested that the group of variables associated with

independence in the foregoing studies be subsumed under
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~he heading Peroeived Reciprocations £! Interpersonal

Needs. This term denotes the extent to which a person

perceives that needed persons or groups reciprocate or

satisfy the needs which he has for them. Thus, the body

or research which relates various perceived reoiprocations

of interpersonal needs to independence is summarized by

the general proposition that independence is a positive

funotion of perceived reciprocations of interpersonal

needs.

Conformity-Independence ~ Need-Reciprocation

Disorepancy: As previously stated, the concepts of 8

and I underlying the present research are defined in

terms of discrepancy between a person's interpersonal

needs and the extent to which he perceives that these

needs are reciprocated by the needed persons or groups.

The concepts range on this dimension of the theory from

8 (N exoeeds R) through a balance (N equals R) to 8

(R exceeds N). This 8-1 dimension of NRD theory generated

the hypothesis that NRD is a better predictor of conformity

independenoe than either N or R alone. It is reasoned

that R beoomes inoreasingly important as N for it in

oreases, and that N becomes more pressing as R decreases.

The deoreasing R which accentuates N is more likely to

be perceived as being in jeopardy, and conformity res

ponses are more likely to be judged more effective than
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independence in maintaining or increasing the tenuous

(insecure) reciprocation. Thus, greatest threat and

anxiety are generated by a combination of maximum Nand

minimum R. The anxiety created by this insecurity over

maintenance or needed reciprocations has its best

possibility or reduction in a respons3 of conformity.

Nonconrormity would tend to rurther jeopardize R by

alienating the needed people. This is consistent with

physiological studies which show that such responses

heighten tension whereas conformity responses produce

a lower level or tension. C1ayes (1967) found that con

rorming persons are able to tolerate stress less easily

than are independents, and Smith and Richards (1967)

found support for an interpretation of conformity as a

form of ego defense against anxiety. It is interpreted

from these factors that persons least able to tolerate

the anxiety generated by insecure NRD attempt to balance

it by using conformity to elicit the reciprocations.

The response of conformity should then be reinforced to

the extent that it is effective.

It is hypothesized that NRD is a better predictor

of conformity than N or R alone. This is because a

perceived absence of reciprocation (e.g., lack of accept

ance by a peer group) becomes an increasingly important

impetus toward conformity as need for the group increases.

Secondly, a given level need ror the group varies with
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perceived reciprocation in its power to motivate con

formity: N exerts more pressure toward conformity as

R decreases.

Hunter (1964) tested the hypothesis that NRD is a

better predictor of conformity than either N or R alone.

NRD was measured by the Security~ (Hunter,_1~63).

Twenty-five statements of N and twenty-fiv~ statements

of R were printed on fifty cards. Ss sorted these cards-
on a large seven-category Likert-type continuum. Fig. 2

presents the continuum and the scores assigned to needs

and reciprocations placed in each of the seven categories.

A pair of items might read: (1) My need to be

accepted by others is••• ; (2) The extent to which others

accept me is. • • • Thus, maximum insecurity for anyone

pair of items is represented by a score of -6 (-3 for

extremely high need; -3 for extremely low reciprocation.

Balance is represented by a score of 0 (need and

reciprocation in anyone identical category). Maximum

security is represented by a -6 (-3 for extremely low

need; -3 for extremely high reciprocation).

The results of the 1964 study supported the pre

diction. Although there was a positive correlation of

.23, which indicated that conformity increased with N,

the correlation was not significant. Independence in

creased with R (r: .36, p< .05). However, as hypothesized,

the r between NRD and conformity was considerably larger
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than that for N or R separately (r:.68, df=25, p<.Ol).

These findings are for male ~s only. Prior to the

exp~riment the hypothesis was advanced only for males;

no significant relationship between personality

characteristics and conformity was subsequently found

for female SSe This limitation of findings to male-
~s is consistent with other research (Asch, 1952; Witkin,

1954; Crutchfield, 1955; Tuddenham, 1958, 1959; Gross,

1959; King, 1959; Janis and Field, 1959; Abelson and

Lesser, 1959; Howell, 1964; Mason, 1964). At the time

of the Hunter (1964) study, it was explained that con

formity in females was apparently not a function of

personality variables, but was rather a culturally

determined act accounted for by sex role. However, the

bearing of sex on conformity findings will be reintroduced

later in the present paper.

Wyer (1966) supported an hypothesis consistent with

Hunter's NRD formulation. It was found that ~s did not

conform unless they~: (1) liked the other group

members; and (2) believed that they were not liked in

return by the group.

Inconsistency of Conformity Findings: The evidence

presented thus far has been consistent with the NRD

hypothesis. However, not all conformity research has

been characterized by such consistency. Mann (1959)
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reported the contradictory character of findings relating

adjustment, extroversion, dominance, and/or conservatism

to conformity behavior. In each case the median of

several correlation coefficients between a personality

variable and conformity was lower than .26. Steiner

and Vannoy (1966) write as follows:

Personality variables that are positively
associated with conformity in one study have
sometimes been found to be uncorrelated,
or even negatively correlated, with con
formity in other studies (p. 307).

Steiner and Vannoy (1966) suggest several possible

reasons for this inconsistency of findings, and then

proceed to focus on the consistency of a given 21S

conformity bebavior as the main problem of their in

vestigation. They differentiate two type of con

formists: (1) renouncers, who conform in a social

pressure situation but do not maintain their conformity

in a later session when social pressure is removedJ

(2) reaffirmers, who maintain their conformity responses

in a later session when social pressure is removed.

Results indicate that the personality correlates of a

distribution ranging from independent 2s to renouncers

are different from those personality characteristics

correlated with a distribution ranging from independents

to reaffirmers. However, another study (Saltzstein,

Rowe, and Green, 1966) reports findin~s which imply that
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sex effects are related to the renouncer-reaffirmer

distinction, and suggests further research:

Boys showed definite carryover effects to
later judgments in a private as well as
a public setting. • •• Girls showed more
definite immediate effects on the initial
display, but little, if any, carry-over
effects to later judgments on other dis
plays (p. 665).

The present investigation explores another possible

reason for inconsistencies in the research on conformity

and personality: ~ degree !£ which ~ person !! certain

£! discrepancy between the correct position~~

position~ is being socially pressured !2 conform !g.

An ~'s agreement with a group exerting conformity pressure

when he does not know the correct answer might represent

a type of conformity which is very different from that

represented by one's agreement with a group he definitely

believes to be incorrect. If various types of yielding

possess essential differences, these differences should

be indicated as specifically as possible. Then, hypotheses

should be formulated specifically for the appropriate

type of conformity. For example, a given line of evidence

or reasoning might lead to an hypothesis that security

insecurity affects a certain type of conformity (conforming

to a majority which is clearly in error). However, an

hypothesized effect"of security-insecurity on another type

of conformity (conforming to a majority whose error is
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not readily evident because the task is ambiguous)

might not be appropriate. Under such circumstances,

a loose or blanket hypothesis that conformity is a function

of insecurity might contribute to misleading or ambiguous

findings if the measure of conformity chosen does not

correspond to the type relevant to the hypothesis.-

It is suggested that precisely such an overly general

hypothesis accounts for the contradictory findings of

Hunter (1964) and Gross (1959). Both studies investigated

the relationship between conformity and insecurity. As

previously stated, Hunter (1964) found a correlation

of .68 (p<:.Ol) between the insecurity scores on the

Security~ and conformity. Gross (1959) also pre

dicted that conformity would be a function of insecurity.

However, Gross reported, after correlating scores on the

Maslow Security-Insecurity Inventory (Maslow, 1945) with

conformity data, that "there is no relationship between

conformity and security (p. 395)." This contradiction

cannot be explained by incomparability of the S-I measures,

for the Hunter (1964) study employed the Maslow measure

as well as the Security~. Hunter reported a correlation

of .45 (p<:.05) between the Maslow measure and conformity

for males. Also, the correlation between the Maslow

~-1 Inventory and the Security~ was .52 (p~.Ol)

for males and 050 (p<:.05) for females. ~ Security Scale

(Hunter, 1965), a pencil-and-paper version of the Securi~
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~, also differentiated secure and insecure §s as

measured by the self-security portion of the California

Personality Inventory (Thorpe, Clark, and Tiegs, 1953)

(Hunter, 1965).

However, in reference to the contradictory findings

of Gross and Hunter, the situational measures of

conformity behavior employed in the two studies were

very different in one essential respect. Hunter selected

Asch-type items with obvious differences between the

correct and incorrect majority choices. An Asch-type

conformity item contains a standard line and 2 or 3

comparison lines$ The ~IS task is to indicate which

of the comparison lines is equal in length to the standard.

Several confederates of the! pose as ~s and respond

along with the real 2. On crucial trials, the real 2
responds last in the face of unanimous agreement on an

incorrect choice by the confederates. Hunter used lengths

which made the correct answers readily apparent.

Gross, in contrast, flashed pictures of large numbers

of paper airplanes onto a screen, group pressure was

exerted, and the 2 responded with no definite knoWledge

of discrepancy between the correct answer and the answer

which the group advocated. This methodological difference

is especially important in view of the fact that the

foundation for the insecurity-conformity hypothesis in

both studies involved a type of conformity characterized
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by compliance with the majority at the expense of one's

own convictions. It is suggested that the Asch situation

used by Hunter (1964) was an appropriate measure of

conformity, but that the one used by Gross (1959) was

not. Gross failed to select a situational task which

would test the type of conformity appropriate for his

hypothesis. His rationale indicated prediction of

conformity to a majority known to be incorrect, but his

procedure tested conformity to a majority or set or
norms which was by no means obviously in error.

~ Ambiguity~~ Awareness ~ Correct-Majority

Difference: The root of this issue is largely in the

nature of the task. Items used to measure conformity

range from ambiguous to clear in terms of the degree to

which they have an objectively correct answer and the

ease with which perceivers can detect this correctness.

A task which lacks an objectively correct answer or makes

detection of such an answer dependent on extremely

difficult if not impossible discriminations is ambiguous.

Examples which represent this end of the continuum are

abs"tract paintings (Kiesler, 1963; Kiesler and Corbin,

1965), numbers of paper airplanes (Gross, 1959), and

large numbers of dots (Mangan, Quartermain, and Vaughn,

1959). Each of these tasks makes ~ts certainty of an

objectively correct position improbable. At the other
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end of the continuum are tasks with objectively correct

answers which are obvious. Examples include distinctly

different lengths of lines in Asch-type items (Hunter,

1964) and some of tne more structured items employed by

Crutchfield (1955). In both cases there is an objectively

correct answer which can be detected by most §s.

The amount of ambiguity or clarity inherent in the

items determines the potential differentiation of correct

and majority positions by the §. An ambiguous task

without any clear element of objective correctness

leaves the correct and majority positions undifferentiated.

A clear task which permits ~'s awareness of the correct

position leads to clearer differentiation of the correct

and majority positions. As discriminable objective

correctness of a conformity test item enables the ~ to

differentiate the correct answer from that of the incorrect

majority, be is more apt to be certain of the discrepancy

between the correct position and that advocated by the

majority. If 100 dots are flashed momentarily on a

screen and a confederate group agrees that there are

250 dots, the ~ is not likely to be clearly aware and

certain of the discrepancy. If, however, a Crutchfield

(1955) item which requires simple logical completion

of a number series is presented, and the confederates

agree on an incorrect answer, the § is more likely to

be certain of the discrepancy. This view is supported
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by Crutchfield1s reported ~inding that not a single control

~ gives an incorrect answer on such items.

Levels £f Conformity: The ~oregoing considerations

have suggested Asch's (1956) distinctions between 3

levels of conformity: perception, jUdgment, and action.

Asch defines con~ormity at the level of perception as

yielding to a majority which one does not know to be

incorrect. Conformity at the level of judgment is de

fined as yielding to a majority whose correctness one is

not sure of when one is less sure of his own correctness.

Conf~rmity at the level of action is defined as yielding

to a majority which one knows to be incorrect.

Yielding at the level of perception involves per

ceiving something incorrect as correct. The conformist

is unaware of his error, and this lack of awareness

enables him to maintain an attitude of complacency and

frankness. Some conformity tests lend themselves quite

readily to the meas~ement of perceptual conformity, and

clearly preclude measurement of conformity at the level

of action. An ambiguous or complex task with majority

and correct positions undifferentiated would make ~s

uncertain of the correct position and result in the

measurement of conformity at the level of perception.

London and Lim (1964) tested the hypothesis that con

formity would increase directly with discrimination
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difficulty of the task. Results were supportive. A

possible interpretation·in terms of the Asch levels

is that the increasing ambiguity resulting from dis

crimination difficulty preclpitates increasing amounts

of perceptual conformity in addition to the amount

occuring at other levels. On the basis or the foregoing

interpretation, it is hypothesized that at the perceptual

level more §s are likely to yield, including §s who

would not yield at other levels. This is supported by

Coleman, Blake, and Moulton (1958), who reported that

conformity pressure is more easily exerted when a person

is poorly informed. They state that more conformity is

exhibited on difficult than on easy items. Caylor (1957)

and Walker and Heynes (1960) also support these findings.

According to Asch (1956), a person who yields at

the level of judgment is robbed or his confidence. He

becomes confused about the correct answers, doubts his

own judgments, and accepts the incorrect answers of

others. He fears exposing himself to a defect. Several

studies have investigated situational and personality

variables which can be interpreted as influencing con

formity at the level of judgment. Luchins and Luchins

(1955) found more conformity with false communications

when these communications were declared right and be

lieved to have come from a reliable source. As presently
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interpreted in terms of conformity at the level of judgment,

this involves imparting increased value to the false

communications, a possible increase in perceived inferiority

to the source, and a resulting doubt about the correctness

of one's own judgment. This doubt then leads to the

acceptance of the false position as more probably correct •

. Burdick's (1956) finding that persons with high self

concepts conform less than persons with low self-concepts

supports this line of reasoning on judgmental conformity.

One with a higher self-conoept would be less inclined

than one with a low self-concept to decide that judgments

made by the majority or pressure source are superior to

his own judgments. He would be more inclined to perceive

himself as superior, and consequently to be more certain

that his own judgments were correct.

Persons who conform at the level of action know they

are incorrect. They yield because, according to Asch

(1956), they are afraid to be different. As for research

relevant to this level of conformity, much of what has

already been cited in support of NRD theory applies here.

The emphasis is on personality variables which predispose

a person to adopt a position he knows is incorrect in

order to be in agreement withholders of that incorrect

position.

In order to research conformity at the level of

action, it is necessary that the situational conformity
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task (1) have a clear element of correctness, thus pro

ducing (2) a clear differentiation of correct and majority

positions, which (3) the ~ is aware of. Only under such

conditions can conformity at the level of action be

measured. Simply stated, in order to measure the degree

to which an ~ will yield to a majority he knows to be

incorrect, he must be confronted with a situation which

makes him aware of this incorrectness.

This writer is aware that rigid distinction along

the perception-judgment-action continuum are not in

order, that a given research finding can have implications

for more than one level of conformity, that different

§s might vary along this continuum in responses to a

single item, and that a given ~ might vary along this

continuum during an experiment. Nevertheless, flexible

use of these distinctions, or ones similar to them, as

general areas on a continu1nn is deemed essential to the

accumulation of an unambiguous body of conformity research.

Campbell (1960) and McDavid and Sistrunk (1964)

have indicated that most research on conformity confounds

the Deutsch and Gerard (1955) distinctions which will

now be related to the present treatment of the levels

proposed by Asch (1956). Deutsch and Gerard (1955)

distinguished between normative and informational forms

of social influence. The normative form emphasizes

those motives (e.g., approval motive) which persons
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might have for wanting to be like the group per~. It

involves lIagreement purely for the sake of agreement

(McDavid and Sistrunk, 1964, p. 420)." The informational

form of social influence emphasizes information-seeking

as a motive for conformity. In terms of the Asch (1956)

levels, Deutsch and Gerard's (1955) norma~iy~ and in

formational forms of social influence correspond to

conformity at the levels of action and perception, res

pectively. A conformity task with an obvious element

of objective correctness permits clear discrimination

between correct and majority positions. Since the §

knows the correct choice, conformity at the level of

action provides no new information (informational forces

toward conformity are not operative). In contrast, an

ambiguous conformity task in which tbe § cannot dis

criminate between correct and majority positions provides

little or no information about the correct answer. The

§ would be likely to conform at the level of perception,

that is, to yield to a majority which he did not know to

be incorrect, in order to obtain information about the

correct answer (informational forces toward conformity

would be operative).

However, the present writer does not view this as

an either-or distinction. As conformity is moved along

the continuum from action to perception, other forces

combine with tbe normative forces. These include increases
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due to inrormational forces and the greater possibility

that dissonance produced by correct-majority discrepancy

will be resolved by their being perceived as being in

agreement. This view that transition from conrormity

at the level or action to the level or perception re

presents an increase in, rather than a change or, forces

toward conrormity is consistent with the already cited

rindtngs (London and Lim, 1964; Coleman, Blake, and

Moulton, 1958; Caylor, 1957; Walker and Heynes, 1960)

that conrormity increases with stimulus ambiguity. Such

information seeking is ass~d not to be predictable

solely on the basis or personality variables, but rather

is viewed as generated partly by the nature or the task

itselr.

This line or evidence and reasoning has strong impli

cations ror the problem which is considered in the

present research. Since some Ss who will not conform....
at the level or action will conrorm at the level or

perception, conrormity at the latter level might be viewed

as being a runction or both personality and situational

(task) variables. Thus, attempts to predict perceptual

conrormity on the basis or personality variables alone

will not be nearly as successrul as predicting conformity

at the level or action by personality variables. Ir this

is true, it rollows that researchers who are investigating

conrormity as a runction or personality variables should
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not use a situational measure which lends itself to the

measurement of perceptual conformity unless careful

consideration dictates it.

McDavid and Sistrunk (1964) studied the personality

correlates of conformity to ambiguous and clear tasks.

They correlated scores on the 40 subscales of 5 pencil

and-paper personality inventories with conformity to

ambiguous (insoluble) and clear (soluble) tasks for

males and females. Their investigation of task ambiguity

and sex as they affect the personality correlates of

conformity focuses on a definite gap in present knowledge

about this area. However, their findings and subsequent

speculations raise new questions and are also in con-

tradiction to some of the research cited earlier in the

present paper. They reported that

••• correlates of conformity behavior were
considerably more clear-cut for female
(than for male) SSe • • • Correlates of
conformity on sOluble tasks were ambiguous
for males but clear-cut for females while
the reverse held true for correlates on
insoluble tasks (pp. 428, 431).

These findings will be considered as they bear on

the hypotheses of the present investigation.

Hypotheses: The present study investigates the effects

of S-I, sex, and task ambiguity on conformity. It is

hypothesized that insecure persons conform more than
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secure ones. If the sample were representative of the

general male and female college populations, it would be

hypothesized that females conform more than males do.

However, the §s were selected on the basis of their

extreme scores on a personality inventory, and thus do

not constitute a representative sample. Consequently,

the design is not appropriate for the testing of such a

hypothesis. A significant task ambiguity effect is

hypothesized: conformity decreases as task ambiguity

decreases. The foregoing hypotheses are made for main

effects over all §s.

A significant security x sex x ambiguity interaction

is also hypothesized. The experiment was designed to

test the prediction of a specific pattern of triple in

teraction. The hypothesized pattern has already been

implied by: (1) the statement that Gross (1959) failed

to find a relationship between insecurity and conformity

for males on ambiguous tasks; (2) Hunter's (1964) finding

that, on clear tasks, insecurity does correlate positively

with conformity for males but not. for females.

Differences in conformity between specific secure

and insecure groups will illustrate the predicted pattern

of triple interaction. The specific hypotheses associated

with this pattern will now be presented. Conformity

scores of secure and insecure groups of both sexes on

ambiguous, moderately clear, and very clear tasks are
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considered. Thus, six insecure cells are compared

with the six corresponding secure cells. The central

hypothesis of the S-I theory underlying this study is

that,.2a clear taflks.(level of action), insecure males

conform more than do secure males. Partly on the basis of

Gross' (1959) finding, it is hypothesized that secure and

insecure males do not differ in conformity on ambiguous

-tasks. Thus, the significant difference for clear

tasks is lost with increasing task ambiguity. Since

the rate of this loss is unknown, performance on

moderately ambiguous tasks is an open question.

However, this direction of hypothesizing along

the continuum of task ambiguity is the direct opposite

to that predicted for males by McDavid and Sistrunk's

(1964) statements. They imply in their discussion ~h~t

greater differences in conformity scores between secure

and insecure males should occur with maximum task am

biguity, and that the magnitude of this difference

should decrease with increasing task clarity. They

reported that personality correlates of conformity for

males were "clear-cut" on ambiguous (unsolvable) tasks

but unclear on solvable tasks.

The hypotheses tentatively adopted in regard to the

variation of differences between secure and insecure

females along the three levels of task clarity also
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differ from the ones advanced by McDavid and Sistrunk.

It was tentatively hypothesized in the present study

that conformity scores for females would not differ as

a function of security-insecurity at any level of task

ambiguity. Hunter's (1964) results indicated that female

S-I scores did not correlate with conformity on pre

dominantly clear tasks, and discussion given to this

finding suggests a lack of relationship at more

ambiguous task levels as well. By contrast, the McDavid

and Sistrunk (1964) findings and discussion implied that

conformity would be a function of security-insecurity

for females on clear tasks (in direct contradiction to

the Hunter (1964) finding, but that this predictability

would be lost as a function of increasing task ambiguity.

Thus, their position for females was the direct opposite

of their position for males. Both of their positions

were in contradiction to predictions and data on which

the position adopted in the present paper is based.

Thus, the pattern of triple interaction presently

hypothesized is distinctly different from that implied

by McDavid and Sistrunk. The present research examines

the form of the hypothesized triple interaction.
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METHOD

Subjects: The I-S Scale was administered to a large

section of approximately 400 male and 400 female intro

ductory psychology students at the University of Hawaii.

The items on this scale are presented in Appendix A.

The test was readministered to the same students after a

3-month interval.

Males and females who obtained scores of extreme

security and extreme insecurity on the first administration

were identified. The final § population was then selected

from the tails of the male and female distributions.

Thus, 12 §s were selected for each of the 4 independent

group conditions in the experiment: (1) secure males;

(2) insecure males; (3) secure females; (4) insecure

females.

Characteristics £!~ Scores ~ ~ 1=§ Scale:

Table 1 presents the total range of S-I scores for males

and females. Ranges for the sexes were quite similar.

Table 2 pr~sents the range of extreme scores from which

the 4 groups of §s were selected. The number of §s with

3cores in each tail are also indicated. These data were

similar for males and females. Table 3 presents means

and standard deviations of N, R, and D data for each of

the 12 experimental conditions.



TABLE 1

RANGE OF SECURITY-INSECURITY
SCORES FOR MALES AND FEN.ALES

Sex
Total Range
I to S

Males -60 to "7S

Females -77 to fSO

TABLE 2
NUMBERS OF RESPONDENTS AND RANGES OF SCORES

CONSTITUTING THE EXTREMES OF THE S-I DISTRIBUTIONS
FROM WHICH THE ~ GROUPS OF SUBJECTS WERE SELECTED

30

Range of Extreme Scores From

Sex S-I
Which §s Were Selected

N in TailMost Extreme Least Extreme

Male S 17s flS 24

I -60 -23 26

Female S "SO "16 27

'.'

I \ ~ 1 .! -77 -25 25



TABLE 3

NEED-RECIPROCATION DISCREPANCY DATA
FOR SUBJECTS SELECTED FROM TAILS

OF THE I-S SCALE DISTRIBUTION

Sex S-1
Need Reciproca.tion Discrel: ancv

X SD X 3D X SD

S - 9.83 15.87 t 4O •83 16.73 t 31.00 7.68
M

I -35.75 12.04 - 4.17 14.35 -39.92 5.10

S -12.25 21.77 t 47 •67 3.61 t 35 •42 15.39
F

I -55.67 12.77 t12.17 15.56 -43.50 13.75

31
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Confor~ty Testing Materials: Conformity was tested

in an Asch-type situation. This entailed the presenta

tion of items with 2 comparison lines, one of which was

equal in length to a standard line. The ~'s task was to

decide which of the 2 comparison lines was equal in length

to the standard. However, the ~ was seated with 3 other

persons who posed as ~s but who were actually confeder

ates of the!. The confederates were obtained on a volun

teer basis, and were usually mixed-sex groups. Since it

was necessary to schedule volunteer confederates at their

convenience, the sex composition of the group was not

strictly controlled or investigated. IIowever, an attempt

was made to compose each confederate group of both sexes.

Forty-seven of the forty-eight confederate groups were

mixed in this manner.

The confederates responded in a predetermined order

with a predetermined set of answers. On some items the

real ~ responded first, second, or third, and the con

federates did not disagree with him. These trials were

not scored: they were included to prevent the arousal

of suspicion about the true nature of the experiment

(~s were led to believe that they were participating in

an experiment on visual perception). However, on certain

crucial trials which were scored as the test of conformity,

the ~ responded last in the face of an incorrect answer

which was unanimously agreed upon by the confederates.
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Twenty-four Asch-type items were judged by the §s.

Twelve of the items were included for masking and were

not scored. The remaining twelve items which constituted

the conformity test were scored. On these the § res

ponded last in the face of pressure by a unanimously

incorrect majority.

Of these twelve scored items, four corresponded to

each of the three levels of conformity described by Asch

and discussed in the present paper. Hunter (1967) con

ducted extensive pilot testing in order to establish item

dimensions and formats which corresponded to each of these

three levels. Wide black lines starting from a common

base and varying in ttl steps were first tested. Accuracy

and confidence in judgment were very high: the items

were too clear to test conformity at any level other than

the level of action. Several item formats and standard

sizes were subsequently tested. These pilot studies

finally led to the establishment of a format, color,

standard sizes, and discrepancy values which permitted

the testing of conformity along the full range of stim

ulus ambiguity. A red felt pen was used to draw lines

on white at" x 11"paper8 Pilot testing had indicated

black lines to b~ too easily discriminable. The paper

was placed horizontally and the lines drawn vertically

(parallel to the 8i" edge of the paper). The two com

parison lines were toward the left and right sides of the
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paper, and were drawn from the bottom up. The standard

line was in the center and was drawn from the top down.

Pretesting had indicated that lines starting from a

common base were too easily discriminable and did not

yield an adequate spread of judgments.

On the basis of this information, 107 items were

made up in the described format. Standard lines of

2cm, 6cm, and 100m were used. Discrepancies ranged from

Omm to 24mm. §s judged these 107 stimuli and indicated

the degree of confidence which they had in their judg

ments. The following information was thus obtained:

(1) probabilities of making correct judgments; (2)

confidence in correctness of judgments. On the basis

of these data, 4 stimuli were selected which corresponded

to each of the 3 Asch levels. Four items were rarely

if ever judged correctly, and the §s indicated very low

confidence in the correctness of their decisions (level

of perception). Four items were judged correctly about

50% of the time (after correction for guessing), and the

§s expressed a confidence rating of about 50% in their

judgments (level of judgment). Four items were chosen

because all or nearly all of the §s responded with the

correot answer and expressed nearly 100% confidence in

the correctness of their judgments (level of action).

Examples of ambiguous, moderate, and clear items appear

in Appendix D.
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These 12 testing items were interspersed with 12 masking

items. The entire test is summarized in Table 4. Data

on item dimensions, probability of correct judgment, and

confidence ratings for each of the 12 test items are

presented in Table 5.

Experimental Design: The experiment followed a

2 x 2 x :3 (sex x security x_stimulus ambiguity) model

wi th repeated measures on the third factor. Each of the

4 groups of Ss (secure males, insecure males, secure-
females, insecure females) was tested for conformity

under all :3 level of stimulus ambiguity.

Procedure: Students in the large introductory

psychology lecture section were administered the 1=§ Scale.

This testing was conducted by a person who was not present

in connection with the later conformity testing session.

Test forms were scored and the desired sample of §s selected

from the obtained distribution. Each § was then tested

for conformity by the author, who was presented to the

students as the lecture instructor's research assistant.

The § responded to items representing all three levels

of conformity, which were included in the previously

described test. After the testing in the Asch~type sit

uation, each § was interviewed in order to determine

whether he had any knOWledge or suspicion about the true

nature of the experiment. The full nature and purpose of

the experiment was then disclosed to him.



TABLE 4
TEST OF CONFORMITY: INDICATION OF

ITEM AMBIGUITY, INTERSPERSING OF TEST AND
MASKING ITEMS, AND ORDER OF .§. 1 s RESPONSE

Item Level of Masking (M) Order in Which
No. Conformity or Test (T) .§. Responds

1 Action M First
2 Perception M Se(~ond

3 Judgment M First
4 Action M Third
5 PERCEPTION T LAST
6 JUDGMENT T LAST
7 Action M First
8 ACTION T LAST
9 Judgment M First

10 JUDGMENT T LAST
11 Judgment M Second
12 PERCEPTION T LAST
13 ACTION T LAST
14 Judgment M Second
15 JUDGMENT T LAST
16 Action M First
17 PERCEPTION T LAST
18 JUDGMENT T LAST
19 Action M First
20 PERCEPTION T LAST
21 Action M First
22 Judgment M First
23 ACTION ~ LAST
24 ACTION T LAST

36
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TABLE 5

DIMENSIONS AND CHARACTERISTICS
OF ITEMS USED TO TEST CONFORMITY

AT THREE LEVELS OF AMBIGUITY

Level of Item
Item Dimensions Prob~~i1ity

Conformity No. Size of Discrepancy Direction Correct Confidence
Standard of Comparison of Judgments Rating

in cm- in nnn Discrepancy

5 10 1 - .00 17%

Perception 12 2 1 - .00 25%

17 6 1 - .17 29%

20 10 1 f .00 25~

6 10
.

8 - .50 5<:Y}6

Judgment
10 2 4 f .67 54%

15 6 - 6 f .67 50%

18 2 3 - .50 62%

8 6 21 f 1.00 92%

Action
13 2 16 f 1.00 96%

23 . 10 24 - 1eOO 92%

24 .I, 2 16 - 1.00 100%

•
~
~
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RESULTS

Reliability £f the 1-S Scale: Split-half and test

retest reliability coefficients were calculated for N,

R, and D scores. Separate coefficients were obtained

for males and females. The split-half coefficients are

based on the first administration of the test. Five out

of the six split-half coefficients (after Spearman-Brown

correction) are in the .90's; one is .83. These

coefficients indicate the test to be internally con

sistent. Error variance contributed by~item specificity

is minimal.

A time interval of three months separated the first

and second administrations of the test. Four of the six

test-retest reliability coefficients are in the .80's;

two are .74. These are slightly lower- than the split-half

coefficient~but they do indicate that N, R, and D scores

are reasonably stable over a three-month interval. Some

temporal fluctuation is allowed by explicit theoretical

provisions. These involve various modifications of N,

R, and D which tend to occur as the personality matures.

The §s, who were predominantly college freshmen and sophomores,

might thus be expected to exhibit some shifts over time.

All obtained reliability coefficients are presented in

Table 6 •



TABLE 6

SPLIT-HALF AND TEST-RETEST RELIABILITY
COEFFICIENTS FOR NEED (N), RECIPROCATION (R), AND

DISCREPANCY (D) SCORES

Split-Half* Test-Retest**

Males (N= 27) Females (N: 60) Males (N: 40) Females (N =82)

N R D N R D N R D N R D

.94 .97 .83 .91 .97 .93 .84 .82 .88 .74 .87 .74

~E-Spearman-Browncorrection
~~Three-month interval

c;l
co
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Dependent Variable Scores: Data consisted of scores

on the conformity test. Each ~ obtained 3 scores (one

each for conformity on ambiguous, moderate, and clear items).

Since each of these 3 subtests contained 4 items, the

possible range of scores for each one was 0 through 4.

A score of 0 indicated that the ~ conformed on no items;

a score of 4 indicated that he conformed on all 4 items.

The obtained raw data are presented in Appendix B.

Each of four independent groups was tested for

conformity to ambiguous, moderate, and clear items.

Separate means and standard deviations for all twelve of

these expeX'imental conditions are presented in Table 7 •

Several other summary means and standard deviations are also

included in Table 7 • Overall means and standard deviations

for the 3 separate levels of ambiguity are presented by

combining over the 4 independent groups. Means and standard

deviations for the 4 separate independent groups are

presented by combining over levels of ambiguity (the

repeated measures factor). Separate means and standard

deviations for each sex were obtained by combining over

levels of S-I and ambiguity. Separate means and standard

deviations for the 2 S-I conditions were obtained by

combining over levels of sex and ambi.gui ty.

Analysis £! Conformity Scores: An analysis of variance

was carried out on the conformity scores. As predicted,



TABLE 7

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR
ALL COMBINATI ONS OF CONDITIONS

Stimulus Ambi~ lty
MF - SI Sex ;:)-J.

Sex S-I Amb1,"uous Moderate Clear 11 .E S- X - X X- X X yX SD SD X SD SD SD SD SD SD

S 3.33 .75 tl..83 .55 .4~ .64 1.86 1.35 2.25 11.25 2.31 1.53 1.87 1.45 2.68 1.2J.
Ul
II>
M

~

I 3.58 .50 2.50 .65 1.8~ .80 2.64 .98

Overall

-
Ul S 3.17 .90 2.00 1.60 .5C .96 1.89 1.55 X SD
II>
M

m
CI>

P:.t 2.28 1.40
I 3.75 .43 3.25 .83 1.1? 1.15 2.72 1.41

3.4€ .70 2.4C 1.06 .00 1.06

H::.....
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the main effect for S-I was highly significant (F=
16.75, p~.Ol). Insecure ~s conformed more than secure

ones did. The sex effect was not significant: amount

of conformity was not different for males and females.

A difference was not predicted. As hypothesized, the

ambigui ty ef1'ec t was highly significant (F =176.79, P 4:.

.01). This level of significance was reached for a

conservative test. As predicted, conformity decreased

with increasing task clarity. The sex x ambiguity and

S-I x ambiguity interactions were both significant

(F = 4.07, P ~.05; F =3.29, p ,.05). The predicted

significant triple interaction was also obtained (F:: 3.57,

p<.05) •. However, it should be noted that the latter

two F-ratios were significant only by the standards of a

radical test with 2 and 88 df. They were not signi1'icant

by the standards of a conservative test with 1 and 44 df.

Thus, they should be interpreted with some caution.

Results of the analysis of variance are summarized in

Table 8.

Means for secure §s in each of the 6 sex-ambiguity

combinations were compared with the corresponding means

for insecure ~s. As indicated in the HYP?t?eses section,

the hypothesized form of triple interaction was specified

in terms of specific differences between certain pairs

01' these means. Tukey A tests were used to make the

comparisons necessary for testing the hypotheses:



TABLE 8
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF CONFORMITY SCORES FOR

SEX, SECURITY, AND STIMULUS AMBIGUITY

Source SS d1' MS F

Between subjects 85.55 £!.
A (Sex) .11 1 .11 .08
B (Securi ty) ·23.36 1 23~36 16.57*-~

AxB .03 1 .03 .02

Sub j w/i groups 62.05 44 1.41
terror (betweenu

Within sub.iects 195.34 96

C (Ambiguity) 148.51 2 74.25 176.79**
AxC 3.43 2 1.71 4.07*
B x C 2.77 2 1.38 3.29*
AxBxC 3.01 2 1.50 3.57*

C x subi w/grps 37.~7 88 .42
[error witbin.1

~
~
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as indicated in Table 9, the results revealed a very close,

approximation to the pa~tern of significant and.non-

significant differences which were predicted. Conformity

was predictable on the basis of S-I for males on clear

tasks (q= 4.15, p<.Ol). This confirmed the main pre-
,

diction of NRD theory in this study. As hypothesized,

this predictability of conformity was lost with increasing

task ambiguity. No significant differences in conformity

between secure and insecure females were hypothesized

for any level of task clarity. One difference did reach

significance: . this was on moderate tasks, where insecure

females conformed more than secure females did.

Thus, 5 out of the 6 comparisons indicated results

which were in accordance with predictions. The pattern

definitely resembled the hypothesized one rather than the

sharply contrasting one implied in McDavid and Sistrunk

(1964).

'.,



Table 9

COMPARISON OF MEAN CONFORMITY SCORES FOR SECURE
AND INSECURE SUBJECTS UNDER EACH COMBINATION

OF SEX AND STIMULUS AMBIGUITY

45

Stimulus Me an Conform1ty
Sex Ambiguity

Score q

Secure Insecu:c'e

Ambiguous 3.33 3.58 .74
O'.l
CD Moderate 1.83 2.50 1.97r-I
ai::a Clea.r .42 1.83 4.15**

~mbiguous 3.17 3.75 1.71
O'.l
CI>

3.68*r-I Moderate 2.00 3.25
~
CD Clear .50 1.17 1.97~
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DISCUSSION

Statement 2£ Limitations: Two limitations o~ the

present research should be noted and considered in inter

preting the results. First, it will be recalled that

~acilities did not permit strict control o~ con~ederates.

It would be desirable to control and investigate the

e~~ects o~: (A) mixed-sex con~ederate groups; (B)

single-sex confederate groups which are the same sex

as the ~; and (C) single-sex con~ederate groups which

are the opposite sex to the ~.

A second limitation concerns the ordering of items

in the con~ormity test. As can be seen in Table 4, the

three types of conformity items are not completely counter

balanced. The especially obvious action items were de

liberately placed toward the end in order to prevent the

possibility o~ their affecting responses to subsequent

items. This was especially evident in the case o~ item

24, which was very conspicuous. This raises the possi

bility that order e~fects might have operated differentially

on conformity to stimuli at the three levels of ambiguity.

An inspection o~ the data for indications of this did

not reveal any such tendency. As indicated in Fig. 3$

there did· not appear to be a systematic tendency o~

con~ormity to increaso or decrease over trials. However,

the lack of counterbalancing does not make it possible
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to rule out the influence of order effects.

Between Effects

A (Main Effect of Sex): Although previous research

has indicated that females tend to conform more than males,

the effect of sex on conformity was not significant in the

present study. However, the experiment was clearly not set

up to provide an unbiased estimate of the conformity para

meter for the p pulation of college males or females. The

~s were selected on the basis of their extreme scores on the

1-8 Scale, and the similarity of the male and female groups

in this respect might have been more influential in producing

similar conformity behavior than the effects of sex might

have been in producing differential conformity. Thus, the

absence of a sex effect is not taken as an indication that

the general female population does not conform'more than the

general male population. Rather, the present finding is con

sidered to reflect only the secure and insecure populations

from which the present sample was drawn.

B (Main Effect of Security-Insecurity): The highly sig

nificant S-I effect confirmed the prediction that insecure

§s would conform more than secure 2s. This confirmation is

consistent with the results of previous research on the

same problem (Hunter, 1964).
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However, statements about this main effect must be

qualified, because the effects of S-I are different for

the sexes and different for the 3 levels of task am

biguity. This is indicated by the significant A x B x C

interaction which will be discussed in its turn.

A x B (Sex x Security-Insecurity) Interaction:- The

hypothesized A x B interaction was not fOlmd. It was

expected that insecure .males would conform more than

secure males, but that there would be no comparable

difference for secure and insecure females. Thus, it

was expected that if conformity were plotted as a function

of S-I, the function for males would be inclined and the

one for females would be level. The crossing functions

would represent the pattern of A x B interaction.' However,

the results did indicate a tendency of insecure females

to conform more than secure females. Thus, the inclined

male and female functions were parallel and signified no

interaction. The problem of unstable effects of S-I

(as well as other personality variables) on conformity

for females will be given further discussion in connection

with the triple interaction.

Within Effects

C (Task Ambiguity) Effect:

ambiguity effect was obtained.

A highly significant task

Conformity drops rather
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sharply with increasing task clarity. Although this

decrease in conrormity was obtained for secure and in

secure groups or both sexes, the rate and degree of drop

varied for each or the 4 independent groups. Thus, the

general statement made about the signiricant main effect

will be qualiried by specific statements made about the

significant triple interaction.

A x C (Sex x Task Ambiguity) Interaction: It was

hypothesized that both males and females would display

a decrease in conformity with increasing task clarity.

This prediction was conrirmed. The significant A x C

interaction represents a steady, linear decrease in con

formity ror males coupled with an uneven decrease ror

females. For them the decrease was slight from ambiguous

to moderate and then sharp from moderate to clear.

B x C (S-I x Task Ambiguity) Interaction: This

signiricant interaction rerlects the finding that secure

and insecure §s showed difrerent patterns or decreasing

conrormity over increasing task clarity. However, these

runctions, combined for males and females, mask a clear-

sex difrerence. Thus, the general statement must be

qualified by specific patterns rerlected in the significant

triple interaction.

A x B x C (Sex x S-I x Ambiguity) Interaction: The

present study was designed to test the hypothesis that a
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significant triple interaction would be obtained. More

specific~lly, a particular pattern of triple interaction

was predicted. This pattern contrasts sharply with the

pattern suggested by comments of McDavid. and Sistrunk

(1964). The obtained pattern clearly supports the pre

diction made in the present paper. This pattern is

presented in Fig. 4.

Note that for unclear tasks (Fig. 4A) no security

insecurity effects are present for either sex. However,

with increasing task clarity (Figures 4B and 4C) there

emerge some significant differences in conformity between

secure and insecure §s. For males the emergence of a

significant effect with increasing task clarity is

regular and is most pronounced on clear tasks. This is

consistent with expectations. The emergence and loss

of S-I effect over levels of task clarity for females,

however, is irregular. It reaches significance on moderately

clear tasks and is then lost on clear tasks.

Discussion of this sex difference can be facilitated

by conceptualizing the A x B x C interaction in other

terms: the pattern of differences between secure and in

secure §s over increasing task clarity is different for

the two sexes. This conceptualization is illustrated

in Fig. 5.

Note that secure and insecure males do not differ

in conformity on ambiguous tasks. This result was
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predicted because there was no basis for expecting that

a secure person will oppose the group's stand on an am

biguous item which does not suggest the correct answer.

This follows (if conformity on the behavioral level is

interpreted to reflect insecurity on the personality

level) from extensive descriptions of conformists and

non-conformists given b¥Crutchfield (1955) and Asch

(1956). Their descriptions of non-conformists were

unanimously favorable and positive. They implied con

fidence, rationality, and superior problem solving

ability. Rebellion for rebellion's sake was not

characteristic of them. Consequently, it is expected

that informational forms of influence induce secure

persons, who would not conform to a clearly incorrect

majority, to agree with the group on an ambiguous item

which does not provide knowledge of the correct answer.

They are more likely to admit their own lack of knowledge

when it does exist, and thus are more readily oriented

toward information which will solve the problem which

confronts them.

However, the independence of secure males emerges

(as indicated in Fig. 5A) when there is a sound basis

for independence: that basis is clear discrepancy between

their knowledge and the obviously incorrect position

advocated by the majority. Emergence of independence

for secure males thus occurs with increasing task clarity.
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The insecure ~s maintain their conformity even when

they become aware that agreement with the group is in

correct. In the postexperimental interview, several

of them indicated this awareness. Thus, it is argued

that insecurity constitutes a strong normative force

toward conformity: yielding is maintained even when no

informational benefit derives from agreement with the

confederates. The result of this 8-1 effect for males

is the diverging functions illustrated in Fig. 5A. The

significant 8-1 effect on clear tasks is consistent

with the Hunter (1964) study; the non-significant effect

on ambiguous tasks is consistent with the findings of

Gross (1959).

The different patterns for males and females (compare

Fig. 5A with Fig. 5B) raises some serious questions. It

has already been indicated that females frequently do

not exhibit conformity behavior which is in harmony with

predictions. However, the significant difference for

females on moderately clear tasks suggests an examination

of other conformity differences between_secure and insecure

females. When the relationship between conforndty and

need-reciprocation discrepancy was first investigated

(Hunter, ~964), the non-significant r between insecurity

and conformity for females was positive. In the present

results for the female sample, the 2 non-significant
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differences as well as the significant difference are all

in the same direction: conformity increases with in

security. This directional consistency at least suggests

that these measurements might not be estimating a pop

ulation difference of zero.

It is not inconsistent with any formulation of

NRD theory to suggest that males and females with the

same NRD personality constellations (not necessarily

synonymous with NRD scores) behave in the same manner.

However, present measurement techniques have been refined

only to the point of yielding N, R, and D scores.

This point will be clarified by relating it to the

earlier presentation of NRD theory. Theoretically, NRD

is conceptualized as a personalit1 constellation: the

NRD score used in the present study represents but a

partial measurement of that constellation. Consider the

earlier discussion of NRD theory in terms of the Security

Space, which is the 2-dimensional N x R plane on which all

D scores are located. This model will now be related to

the present problem.

The Security Space represented in Fig. 6 contains

information which will help to illustrate 2 points:

(1) identical NRD scores are not necessarily sYnonymous

because different combinations of N and R might produce

them; (2) identical D scores composed of identical N

and R components do not necessarily represent identical
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NRD personality constellations because different ex

periences and defenses might produce similar levels

of N, R, and D.

1. Identical D Scores as Functions of Different

Nand R Components: The I-S Scale measures N and R.

These 2 components represent the entire 2-dimensional

Security Space. However, nom the S-I continuum which

runs from upper left to lower right. This is the continuum

which represents the NRD scores used in the present

study. Consideration of the attraction-repulsion continuum

which runs from lower left to upper right will reveal

why the S-I function is an oversimplification of NRD.

All points on_the attraction-repulsion continuum in-

dicate balance (W=R). Thus, balance ranges from re

pulsion (low N =low R) through moderate (moderate N=
moderate R) to attraction (high N =high R). The dis

crepancy score alone is not sensitive to these distinctions.

It falsely equates all three.

Consider the same problem in terms of 2 secure

persons (A and B on Fig. 6). Person A's score results

from very low needs and moderate reciprocations; person

B's security results from moderate needs and very high

reciprocations. Yet, their discrepancy scores are

identical.

Persons C and D, who have identical insecure discrep

ancy scores, illustrate the same problem. Each person's
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discrepancy score results ~rom a di~ferent combination

cf the need and reciprocation components.

This measurement problem is one object of plans ~or

~uture research on NRD theory. The other problem which

figures highly in plans ~or future work will be con

sidered next.

2. Identical N and R Components as Re~lections o~

Dif~erent Personality Constellations: Consider persons

E and F. Both have identically low N scores and almost

identically low R scores. Thus, their similar D scores

are composed of comparable Nand R components.

However, assume that person E was strongly liked,

needed, and accepted by others at one point in his life.

Then, because his motives tended toward academic achieve

ments to the exclusion of interpersonal contacts, he did

not return their needs. Consequently, they withdrew

their needs for him. He has thus gravitated tcward. a

balance, and now vle~s N and'R as equal. He has thus

traveled the dotted path from secure to repulsion balance.

Contrast this with the path o~ person F, who once

had strong needs ~or others. His needs for approval,

acceptance, and a~fection were not reciprocated. He

was strongly rejected by the people whose friendship

he sought. This insecurity with its accompanying discom

~ort was reduced: person F rationalized that he did not
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need the unreciprocating others. Like the fabled fox,

he walked away from the sour grapes. He joined person E

at repulsion balance, and maintains his position by

strong repression and reaction formation.

Though E and F are located at approximately the same

point in the Security Space, Fls dotted path from in

secure is certainly in contrast to Els path from secure.

The developmental and dYnamic patterns of personality

are quite different.

This point may have strong implications for the

dissimilar links between conformity and personality

scores for males and females. Consider an hypothetical

study which relates conformity to achievement motivation,

and imagine a result of significant positive correlation

for males but not significant correlation for females.

Assume that different developmental variables are con

sistently correlated with high achievement motivation

for males and females. For the males a combination of

sound child rearing practices, potential which results

in reinforcement of effort, and cultural expectations

might be involved. However, females might tend toward

high achievement motivation because of compensation for

social rejection. Thus, although the high need-achievement

group for both sexes would have similar scores, the

personality constellation for need achievement would be

very different. Thus, different empirical links between

achievement motivation scores and conformity scores might
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reflect the establishment of links between conformity and

diffdrent personality constellations for the two sexes.

This distinction will be pursued in future research

on NRD theory. Males at a given point in the Security

Space might arrive via consistently different paths than

those traveled by females who score at the same point.

Thus, their NRD personality constellations might be very

different. Numerous case studies now on file have suggested

this: a controlled experiment will have to be completed

before it can be decided whether the links between

personality and behavior are different for the sexes.

It may be that the link between conformity and NRD at the

level of personality constellation is the same for both

sexes.

In conclusion, the results clearly support the pre

dictions of NRD theory for males. Discussion has sugges

ted that the link between the NRD personality constellation

and conformity behavior is still an open question for

females. This points the direction for future research

on NRD theory: the question can be answered only when

measurement of the same personality constellation for

each sex is assured. It is suggested that with female

and male groups which are comparable on both point

in the Security Space and path traveled to it, comparable

behavioral effects might be obtainede If so, one problem

of sex difference in the relationship between personality

and behavior will be solved.
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APPENDIX A

ITEMS ON THE HUNTER I-S SCALE

1. My desire to have the approval of others is. • •

2. The desires of my brothers and/or sisters to be
companionate and close to me are. • •

3. My need for consolation and sympathetic understanding
from others when I have problems is•••

4. My need to have others accept me is. • •

5. The tendency of others to treat me kindly is. • •

My need to have my family love me is.

The tendency of others to help me is. • •

8. My desire to have an employer need me is•••

9. My desire to be in love with someone of the opposite
sex is •••

10. My desire to have my professors like me is. • •

11. My need to be regarded as physically attractive to
the opposite sex is•••

My need to have my father love and respect me is.

My desire to have others treat me kindly is •••

14. An employer's need for me is likely to be•••

15. My desire to go out with attractive persons of the
opposite sex is. • •

16. My mother's concern for me is•••

• •

Others' acceptance of me is. • •

18. It seems that my professors' tendencies to like me
are •••

19. MY need for help from others is. • •

20. The tendency of the opposite sex to regard me as
physically attractive is. • •

21. My need to do things with others rather than by myself
is. • •
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22. The tendency or others to be sympathetic and under-
standing when I have problems is•••

23. MY concern to have others think well or me is •••

24. Others' enjoyment or sharing things with me is •••

25. Warm and rriendly groups seem to want my participation. • •

26. My enjoyment or sharing things with others is•••

27. I value strong attachments to my rriends•••

28. My desire to reel companionate and closo to my
brothers and/or sisters is. • •

29. Others value strong rriendship attachments to me. ~ •

30. My need for loyal friendships is•••

31. The respect which others have for me is. • •

32. The desire or attractive persons or the opposite
sex to go out with me is•••

33. My need to participate in groups whose members are
warm and friendly is•••

34. Others' approval or me is usually. • •
35. The desire of others to have me do things with

them is. • •

Others' needs ror loyal rriendships with me are.

37. The degree to which someone or the opposite sex
desires to love me is. • •

• •

38. My concern ror the respect which others have ror me
is•••

39. My family's love ror me is•••

40. My desire to kiss attractive persons of the opposite
sex is. • •

41. The tendency of others to thin~ well of me is. • •

42. My rather's love and respect for me is•••

43. The desire of attractive persons of the opposite
sex to kiss me is•••
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44. My desire to have my mother be concerned about me
is. • •

45. My need for a high social position is. • •

46. The extent to which I am able to talk my problems
over with others is•••

47. The prospects of my having a happy, successful marriage
are•••

48. My need for social activity with friends is•••

49. My social position is•••

50. My need to be wanted by others is. • •

51. My desire to have a happy, successful marriage is•••

52. The willingness of others to give me helpful advice
is•••

53. The desire of someone of the opposite sex to love
me is•••

54. My need to talk problema over with someone is. • •

55. I see my prospects of getting the assurance and
security of marriage as•••

56. My need for helpful advice from others is. • •

57. My need to be loved by someone of the opposite
sex is. • •

58. My need to be considered as cooperative by others
is•••

59. My need for the assurance and security of marriage
is. • •

60. The extent to which others need me is. • •

61. The number of friends who desire to participate in
social activities with me is. • •

62. My need for others is. • •

63. The extent to which others consider me as cooperative
is•••

64. The tendency of others to want me is•••



APPENDIX B

RAW DATA
(CONFORMITY SCORES)

Males Females

Ambiguous Moderate Clear Ambiguous Moderate Clear

S I S I S I S I S I S I

4 4 2 3 1 2 4 4 3 4 0 2
2 4 2 3 0 2 4 3 1 2 0 1
4 4 1 2 0 1 3 4 4 3 2 0
4 3 2 2 1 1 1 4 0 4 0 1
2 3 1 2 0 2 3 4 0 4 0 1
3 4 2 4 0 4 4 4 1 4 0 4
3 3 1 2 0 1 4 4 1 2 0 0
4 4 2 3 1 2 3 3 3 2 0 0
4 3 2 2 0 1 4 4 4 4 3 2
3 3 2 3 0 2 3 4 2 3 0 0
4 4. 3 2 2 2 2 3 2 4 0 1
3 4 2 2 0 2 3 4 3 3 1 2

j
...:l
ro



Appendix C
Raw Data

. ~eed (N), Reciprocation (R), and Discrepancy (D), Score!?

Males Females
Secure Insecure Secure Insecure

N R D N R D N R D N R D

113 I. 9 1.22 -41 I. 5 -36 -22 1.48 1.26 -61 1.10 -51
-17 '1.47 '1.30 -50 1'. 4 -46 142 '1.38 '1.80 -64 t.14 -50
-13 140 127 -47 f16 -31 - 7 1.35 1.28 -81 I. 4 -77
115 1.19 1.34 -22 -28 -50 -26 '1.64 1.38 -68 f38 -30
-10 1.55 1.45 -19 -18 -37 -37 1.70 1.33 -33 - 7 -40
-42 1.63 f.21 -38 - 2 -40 -15 '1.42 f.27 -42 I. 8 -34
-20 f.5O 130 -44 1.11 -33 112 130 t.42 -59 "130 -29
-15 1.43 128 -46 f.. 6 -40 -34 155 1.21 -40 -18 -58
114 115 129 -49 f7 -42 - 8 1.45 137 -55 1.26 -29
-15 1.58 1.43 -20 -25 -45 -10 1.54 1.44 -55 f.l1 -44
-18 t.41 '1.23 -18 -20 -38 -38 157 119 -51 118 -33
··10 f50 f40 -35 - 6 -41 - 4 f34 1-30 -59 1-12 -47

"'1
CJ:l



APPENDIX D

EXAMPLES OF ITEMS
USED TO TEST CONFORMITY
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